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Nanostructure materials have attracted considerable attention because of their novel 

properties and applications unlike those of conventional macroscopic materials. Increasing 
attention has been paid to low molecular-mass compounds that can gelate various organic 
solvents. These phenomena are interesting in that the fibrous aggregates formed by non-
covalent interactions are responsible for the gelation. Our group reported on the gelation 
properties of various oxalamides whose are rare gelators with ambidextrous capability to 
gelatinize both the lipophilic organic solvents and water.1 A new series of bis (L-leucine) 
dioxalamide gelators with a different length of aliphatic chain between the two nitrogens were 
synthesized.  
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This series of chiral low molecular weight gelators is designed on the basis of the self-

complementary oxalamide units as a persistent intermolecular hydrogen bonding motif. 
Oxalamide derivatives exhibit excellent gelation of various organic solvents, solvent mixtures 
and water. Compound 1 was able to gelate organic solvents such as benzene, toluene, p-
xylene, tetraline, and also mixture of DMSO / water and DMF / water.  
The gel network can serve as template for sol-gel transcription of fibers in inorganic 
materials. Shinkai et al. reported that the unique superstructure of the organogel fiber can be 
transcribed in the silica structure.2
The network of straight and fused fibers in ropes in gel of 1 in DMSO/water mixture is shown 
in Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. TEM picture of a gel of 1 in DMSO / water mixture (Pd shadow). 
 
To transcribe the structures formed in the organogel into their analogous SiO  structures, we 
carried out sol-gel polymerization of Si(OEt)  in a gel of 1 in benzene. 

2

4 Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images before and after 
calcination were used to obtain visual insight into silica structure. The silica before 
calcination shows a fibrous structure with an approximate 80-90 nm outer diameter and 5-30 
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nm inside the silica structure. At SEM micrographs of sample 1 before calcination are 
observed long fibrous structures about 330 nm outer diameters. Silica obtained by 
transcription of the gel fibers was calcined to remove the organic template. After controlled 
calcination of sample all organic material was calcined and silica morphology scarcely 
changed, even after calcination at 500°C. The SiO2 structures possess an inner hollow 
structure, the diameter of which is in good accordance with that of the original organogel 
template. The calcined hollow silica fibers have an outer diameter about 80-90 nm and inner 
mostly about 7-25 nm (Figure 2).  
 

           
    a)       b)     c) 

Figure 2. (a) and b) TEM and (c) SEM pictures of the hollow silica fibers obtained from benzene 
organogel 1 after calcination. 
 
That morphology scarcely changed, even after calcination at 500°C can be seen on SEM 
micrographs. Silica nanotubes have an outer diameter about 330 nm what is in good 
agreement with SEM micrographs of silica structures before calcinations.  

The fiber morphology determined by TEM and SEM investigations is found to depend 
on the type of terminal groups. So small changes in the chemical structure can lead to 
drastically different internal gel morphologies.  
TEM and SEM micrographs indicate completely different organization in ethanol gel of 2, 
also in gel of DMSO / water. At TEM micrographs of gel of 2 straight and mostly twisted 
ribbons can be seen in both solvent types. To transcribe the structures formed in the organogel 
into their analogous SiO2 structures, we carried out sol-gel polymerization of Si(OEt)4 in a gel 
of 2 in ethanol. Transcription of those ribbons was successful, as it can be seen in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. SEM picture of the silica ribbons obtained from ethanol organogel 2 before calcination. 
 
There is the evidence that various silica structures can be further prepared by transcription 
using various superstructures in organogels as a template.  
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